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We use femtosecond optical pump-probe spectroscopy to study ultrafast carrier dynamics in single

quasi-one-dimensional silicon nanowires. By isolating individual nanowires, we avoid

complications resulting from the broad size and alignment distribution in nanowire ensembles,

allowing us to directly probe ultrafast carrier dynamics. Spatially-resolved experiments

demonstrate the influence of surface-mediated mechanisms on carrier dynamics in a single NW,

while polarization-resolved experiments reveal a clear anisotropy in carrier lifetimes measured

parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the NW, due to density-dependent Auger

recombination. These results suggest the possibility of tailoring carrier relaxation in a single

nanowire for a desired application. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3685487]

In recent years, much interest has been shown in the op-

tical properties of silicon nanowires (SiNWs) for their wide

range of potential applications, particularly in enabling nano-

scale optoelectronic circuitry, transistors, and solar cells.1–3

These quasi-one-dimensional (1D) nanosystems have unique

properties that depend on their size, shape, and alignment,

which are often studied by photoluminescence (PL) spectros-

copy. While time-integrated and time-resolved PL experi-

ments have given some insight into the influence of the NW

diameter,4 defect states,5 and incident light polarization rela-

tive to the long axis of the NW,6,7 these measurements have

not had sufficient time resolution to resolve several impor-

tant carrier relaxation processes, including electron-phonon

coupling and inter/intravalley scattering. Therefore, there

remains a lack of basic understanding on how light interacts

with individual NWs on an ultrashort time scale. In contrast,

femtosecond optical pump-probe spectroscopy does have

sufficient time resolution (<100 femtoseconds (fs)) to

resolve fundamental dynamical processes in NWs. However

to date, nearly all ultrafast optical experiments on semicon-

ductor NWs have been done on NW ensembles,8–15 in which

the broad distribution of NW sizes and orientations can intro-

duce measurement artifacts, limiting the insight obtained

from these studies.

These considerations have motivated the current interest

in exploring carrier dynamics in individual NWs. However,

due to the difficulty in isolating and finding an individual

NW on a substrate, as well as the small signal levels inherent

to ultrafast optical experiments on single NWs, there have

only been a few studies of femtosecond carrier dynamics in

single NWs,16,17 and not yet in Si, arguably the most impor-

tant NW material of all. From this viewpoint, it is especially

worth investigating the size- and polarization-dependence of

carrier dynamics in individual NWs to understand their

intrinsic properties without the influence of inhomogeneous

broadening, which will then enable researchers to utilize

their unique directional optical properties in different appli-

cations.18,19 Since their surface to volume ratio varies

directly with diameter, many properties of NWs are gov-

erned by their size, including carrier relaxation, surface

recombination velocity, and diffusion length. The polariza-

tion of the incident light can also play an important role in

NW properties and applications. For example, although the

vast majority of solar cell modules are based on crystalline

Si, there have been several attempts to make SiNW solar

cells for enhanced charge transport.20,21 Because these devi-

ces have p-n junctions in either the radial22 or axial23,24

directions, it is essential to understand the different physical

processes that can influence the lifetimes of photoexcited

carriers collected in a direction parallel or perpendicular to

light absorption.25 To date, ultrafast measurements on SiNW

ensembles have not resolved the influence of the incident

polarization on the carrier lifetime,11 making single NW

measurements essential.

We have measured ultrafast carrier dynamics in single

SiNWs by using non-degenerate pump-probe spectroscopy

to excite and probe carriers above the indirect band gap of Si

(Eg¼ 1.12 eV). In particular, we observe a strong position-

and polarization-dependence of the transient carrier dynam-

ics in single SiNWs, which then enables us to separately

determine the influence of surface-mediated mechanisms

and density-dependent Auger recombination on carrier relax-

ation, giving deep insight into light-matter interactions in

these quasi-1D-systems. These results will have significant

implications for SiNW-based applications ranging from high

speed transistors to solar cells.

We used a non-degenerate femtosecond pump-probe sys-

tem to measure polarization-dependent transient carrier dy-

namics in SiNWs. The output of a 30 femtosecond Ti:sapphire
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laser oscillator, operating at 80 MHz at a center wavelength of

840 nm, is divided into pump and probe beams, with the probe

power <10% of the pump power. The pump beam is then fre-

quency doubled in a BBO crystal to generate 420 nm pulses.

The initial magnitude of the normalized photoinduced change

in probe transmission, DT/T, was �10�5. Using a 10X micro-

scope objective lens, the back side of the sample is imaged

onto a CCD camera to overlap the pump (�25 lm diameter)

and probe (�20 lm diameter) at a certain position on a given

SiNW. Placing broadband linear polarizers and wave plates in

the path of both beams enables us to measure DT/T signals as

a function of the light polarization relative to the NW axis.

The SiNWs used for these experiments were grown

through vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) synthesis, using cold wall

chemical vapor deposition with 50% silane in hydrogen and

catalytic Au growth seeds.26 The NWs were dry transferred

onto a sapphire substrate with an areal density of �5.5� 106

NWs/cm2, diameters of d¼ 50-240 nm, and lengths of

l� 80 lm. These well aligned NW arrays are used in our

measurements on ensembles (Fig. 1(a)). Individual SiNWs

were then picked up using a nanomanipulator developed at

our center that consists of a field-emission SEM (JEOL

6701 F) modified to include 2 probe tips. These NWs were

then placed onto a gold patterned sapphire substrate, which

enables us to repeatably find their positions. Two types of

NWs, straight (Fig. 1(b)) and bent (Fig. 1(c)), are examined

in our experiments.

Ultrafast optical pump-probe experiments were per-

formed in reflection on bulk silicon and in transmission on

SiNW ensembles and a single SiNW sample (Fig. 1(d)). In

general, the photoinduced change in the probe reflection in

bulk Si is sequentially induced by electron-hole pair excita-

tion, intraband carrier energy relaxation, and trapping/

recombination processes.9,11,27 In contrast to bulk Si, curve

fits to our data reveal that the DT/T signal decays in several

tens of picoseconds (ps) for the ensemble NW sample and

the single NW sample. The faster relaxation in the NW en-

semble as compared to bulk Si can be explained by the

increased influence of surface traps and recombination cen-

ters as the degree of spatial confinement increases.11 Carrier

relaxation is even faster in the single NW, although this

depends on the specific size and morphology of a given NW.

The single NW that we focus on in this work has a

tapered shape, as determined through SEM measurements.

Due to this tapered geometry, the measured photoinduced

transmission change at different positions on the same NW

directly reveals the diameter dependence of the carrier dynam-

ics (Fig. 2(a)). The normalized DT/T signals at four different

positions (P1, P2, P3, and P4) are shown here, which were

obtained with 12.0 lJ/cm2 pump fluence and both pump and

probe polarizations parallel to the NW axis. As the NW diam-

eter decreases while approaching its tip, carriers relax much

more rapidly. This tendency is explicitly shown by plotting

the time constant, s, obtained from exponential curve fits to

the measured DT/T data, versus the NW diameter (Fig. 2(b)).

This is consistent with previous measurements on NW ensem-

bles, which demonstrated that surface-mediated mechanisms

dominate their carrier dynamics, as their large surface-to-

volume ratio makes them much more sensitive to these effects

than the bulk material.8,9,12,28–31

Knowledge of the relaxation time constant also allows us

to quantify transport properties, such as the carrier diffusion

length. The diffusion length can be described by

Leff /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Deff s

p
,12,32 where Leff is the effective diffusion length,

Deff is the diffusion constant, and s is the time constant

described above. Our NWs are not expected to show any

quantum confinement effects due to their relatively large di-

ameter (d> 10 nm); therefore, the parameters of undoped bulk

Si can be used to interpret our results. Since we excite and

observe both electron and hole dynamics in our experiments,

we use Deff¼ 24 cm2/s, defined here as an average diffusion

constant of bulk Si for electrons and holes.33 Fig. 2(b) clearly

FIG. 1. (Color online) Dark field optical microscope images are shown for

(a) 50-240 nm diameter ensemble SiNWs, (b) a straight single SiNW, and (c)

a bent single SiNW. (d) Comparison of transient carrier dynamics between en-

semble and single SiNWs and bulk silicon, measured for Ejj and Pjj.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Position-dependent transient transmission on a

tapered single SiNW for both parallel polarizations. (b) Relaxation time, s,

and diffusion length, Leff, vs. diameter, d, for the tapered single SiNW. (c)

Diameter dependence of the surface recombination velocity, S.
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shows that Leff increases with d (to Leff¼ 410.5 nm on the

large diameter (d¼ 215 nm) side of the NW). We find that the

extracted diffusion lengths in our nanowires have somewhat

larger values than those measured using different techni-

ques.34 This may be due to our use of a non-contact optical

method for directly measuring the carrier lifetime, which

eliminates contact-induced measurement effects. This is also

influenced by the carrier concentration, since the measured

lifetimes (and, therefore, the diffusion lengths) depend on car-

rier density (discussed in more detail below). Surface recom-

bination velocities, S, can also be estimated from our results

with a simple model32,34 (Fig. 2(c)); we find the extracted val-

ues to compare reasonably well with others,27 with a strong

diameter dependence as observed in ZnO NWs.35 The very

low S values (<6� 104 cm/s) obtained at large diameters

(d> 150� 200 nm) are expected as surface states become less

important in influencing recombination processes. This is also

consistent with S� 3� 104 cm/s for bulk Si, which has been

shown elsewhere.27

The time-dependent photoinduced transmission change

in single NWs can also be affected by the light polarization,

as revealed through polarization-dependent experiments on

single and ensemble NW samples. Figure 3(a) compares the

measured transmission changes in SiNW ensembles for four

different pump and probe polarization combinations; here,

we use Ejj and E? to indicate pump polarizations parallel and

perpendicular to the NW axis, and Pjj and P? to indicate

probe polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the NW

axis, respectively. The initial DT/T signal is maximum for Ejj
and Pjj and minimum for E? and P?. This is expected since

light absorption is maximum for light polarized parallel to

the NW axis6,7; however, there was no significant anisotropy

in the measured relaxation times (Fig. 3(a) inset), consistent

with our previous experiments, which were conducted at

much higher pump fluences with different pump and probe

wavelengths.11 Similarly, a measurement near the tip of the

single SiNW reveals that the DT/T signal is maximum for Ejj
and Pjj and minimum for E? and P?. In stark contrast to the

measurements on the NW ensemble, however, there is a clear

anisotropy in the relaxation times measured for light polar-

ized parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the single

SiNW, especially for smaller NW diameters (Fig. 3(b)).

Overall, a faster decay was observed for Ejj and Pjj than E?
and P?. This anisotropy in the measured dynamics decreases

as the NW becomes larger and its properties become more

bulk-like, which has also been observed in Ge NWs36 and in

core/shell GaAs/AlGaAs NWs.37 This is due to decreases in

the dielectric contrast between the NW and the surrounding

material for optically thick NWs with a radius >k/nnanowire

(d� 170 nm in our case).13 This can also help explain the ab-

sence of polarization dependent-dynamics in the NW ensem-

ble: even in well aligned NW ensembles, the tapered shape of

these NWs necessitates that there is a distribution of various

diameters at any given point. The DT/T signals will be domi-

nated by the larger NWs, which may explain why we meas-

ured minimal polarization anisotropy in the carrier dynamics

for ensembles, both here and in our previous experiments.11

In the single straight SiNW, more of the pump is

absorbed for the parallel polarization, leading to a higher ini-

tial carrier density. Density-dependent effects such as Auger

recombination, which typically cause decreasing carrier life-

times with increasing carrier density,9,14,15 may thus lead to

the observed polarization dependence of the carrier dynam-

ics. In contrast, a bent single NW with symmetric geometry

has the same normalized DT/T signal, irrespective of the

light polarization (Fig. 3(c)), which demonstrates that the

absorption is the same for both polarizations, resulting in

minimal anisotropy in the measured dynamics.

To examine the influence of the photoexcited carrier

density on polarization anisotropy in the single straight NW,

we increased the pump fluence from 1.4 lJ/cm2 to 12.0 lJ/cm2

with Ejj and Pjj at the small end of the NW (Fig. 4(a)). Similar

experiments were also performed with E? and P? (not

shown). We then analyzed the effect of the carrier density on

dynamic polarization anisotropy by estimating the linear

absorption cross section of the NW for each polarization state

from a generalized treatment of the linear absorption model in

Ref. 13. Based on these expressions, we obtained the NW

absorption cross sections to be rjj ¼ 8:99� 10�7cm2=lm for

the parallel polarization and r? ¼ 2:15� 10�7cm2=lm for

the perpendicular polarization, respectively, at our 420 nm

pump wavelength. The initial photoexcited carrier density in

the NW, n(0), can then be calculated using the expression

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Polarization-dependent ultrafast transmission

measurements on ensemble SiNWs. The inset shows the normalized tran-

sient transmission for different pump and probe polarization combinations.

The normalized transient transmission for Ejj, Pjj and E?, P?is shown (b) at

the small end of the single straight SiNW and (c) at the middle of the single

bent NW.
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n(0)¼Fr/V, where F is the pump fluence, r is the absorption

cross section, and V is its volume.14 Using this expression, the

density-dependent relaxation time constants, sjj and s?, are

plotted for two different polarizations (Fig. 4(b)), revealing

that both time constants decrease with increasing carrier

density. For nð0Þ � 7:0� 1017cm�3, the measured sjj and s?
are comparable. This result supports the hypothesis that the

polarization anisotropy in the measured dynamics is primarily

governed by the density dependence of the carrier relaxation

process. Similar polarization dependence was observed in

carbon nanotube bundles using ultrafast pump-probe

spectroscopy.38

To understand the physical mechanism underlying the

density-dependent dynamics, we applied an Auger recombi-

nation model for 1D structures, in which the recombination

process is generally governed by exciton-exciton bimolecu-

lar annihilation or a three-carrier (bulk-like) mecha-

nism.14,39,40 In our case, the three-carrier mechanism is

likely to be the dominant process consistent with the meas-

ured decay kinetics, because quantum confinement effects

are not expected, as discussed above. The time-dependent

carrier density can be then described by14

nðtÞ ¼ nð0Þ

1þ 1
D�1

CDnð0ÞD�1t
� �D�1

; (1)

where D¼ 3 for the three-carrier mechanism and

C3 ¼ 1:5� 10�30cm6=s is a calculated third order Auger

constant, representing the recombination probability in the

NWs. The fits to our measured data using Eq. (1) were per-

formed for two different polarization cases, indicating that

the physical origin of the density dependence in our system

is likely to be Auger recombination (Fig. 4(c)).

In conclusion, we have measured transient carrier

dynamics in single Si nanowires, providing insight into light-

matter interactions in quasi-1D nanosystems that is unattain-

able from ensemble studies. Through performing polarization-

and-spatially-resolved ultrafast optical spectroscopy, we dem-

onstrated that carrier relaxation in single Si NWs is primarily

governed by surface-mediated mechanisms and Auger recom-

bination, with their relative importance depending on the NW

size and morphology as well as the polarization and intensity

of the incident light. Furthermore, our time-resolved optical

experiments also enable us to accurately extract device-

relevant parameters such as the diffusion length and surface

recombination velocity in a non-contact manner, which can be

directly compared to known values from electrical contact-

based methods. These experiments thus reveal that by care-

fully controlling growth and experimental parameters, it

should be possible to tailor carrier relaxation in a single Si

nanowire for a given purpose. This could then enable better

design of semiconductor NW-based devices for advanced

applications, such as polarization-sensitive photodetection,

high speed transistors, and solar energy harvesting at the

nanoscale, where directional control and high spatial resolu-

tion are much desired. Finally, we also expect that future

experiments on smaller nanowires, with diameters between

3-20 nm, will enable us to explore the influence of 1D quan-

tum confinement on carrier dynamics, potentially uncovering

a variety of unique phenomena.
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